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Industry

Forget chatbots, eCommerce platforms and automated call 

back technology. Sometimes in-person, human interaction is the 

only way to deliver an enhanced customer experience. 

Even in today’s increasingly digital-first economy, high touch, 

high value products require experienced B2C and B2B 

consultants that can take their customers on a journey. 

Unfortunately, existing technology simply isn’t designed to 

replicate the face-to-face experience. Consultants urgently 

require better, smarter and more intuitive digital tools to 

organise and curate remote guided sales  experiences. They 

require Crikle. 
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What we do 
and how we do it 

USP to the industry

Crikle is the most advanced remote guided sales enablement 

platform that offers businesses a more professional way for their 

sales executives to sell remotely. 

Specifically designed for remote sales, Crikle brings previously 

disparate communications tools under one roof, allowing 

executives to simplify the process and concentrate on inspiring 

and exciting customers, leading to shorter sales cycles and 

higher conversion rates. 

With Crikle, salespeople can enjoy high-quality, reliable audio 

and video during their sessions, while also incorporating existing 

presentation decks into their proposals. They can create new 

slides, share videos, images and interactive maps, and capture 

customer feedback on the go. 

Crikle is available as a white-labelled solution, allowing 

salespeople  to present, communicate, collaborate and sell from 

their own platform and create professionally-branded customer 

sessions within minutes. 

Crikle’s USP lies in it being an all in one solution for remote 

guided selling. It’s the first solution that allows for its users to 

create, present, collaborate and transact in one seamless 

transition. Remote selling is no longer limited to powerpoints 

presented on a screen share. Crikle allows businesses to 

elevate their value proposition by accurately replicating in-

person experiences within a digital context. 
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How is Crikle 
different to a basic 
video call? 

A priority for Crikle since the beginning, the platform was built 

with a comprehensive, multi-layered approach to security, to 

ensure that every element of your data, and our service in the 

cloud, is as secure as possible. With 128-bit end to end encryption, 

Crikle has the best available authentication on any such platform. 

Security

Crikle is a self-contained solution which enables use of high quality 

multimedia in the same presentation. Pictures, videos, text, 

spreadsheets, PDFs and more can be presented in the same flow in 

one seamless transition without having to jump between windows. 

All in one solution

Crikle is a completely  white labeled platform enabling brand 

conscious companies to present in a business environment that is 

their brand identity.

Branding and White Labelling

Unlike other solutions, presentations created in Crikle can be stored in 

the Crikle library for instant availability at any time allowing 

collaboration across team members and improving efficiency. 

Library

With Crikle, you present directly from the source, ensuring there is 

no loss of quality or messy convoluted communications. The 

presenter has complete control of the process and can make real-

time changes to the proposal based on the client’s needs. 

Presentation from source

The comment and summary functionality enables the salesperson 

to record feedback and create  a summary of comments instantly 

with the client at no extra effort. 

Feedback Sharing
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Learn more at

Get started 

on your Crikle journey today. 


